Transitions® light intelligent lenses™ automatically adapt to changing light conditions. Responding to the light around you, they intelligently change from clear to dark when you go outdoors and back to clear when you return inside.

By optimizing the amount of light your eyes receive, Transitions® lenses also help reduce glare, eye fatigue and strain to create more effortless sight.

All Transitions lenses block 100% of UV rays and help protect against harmful blue light from digital devices, screens and especially bright sun.

Transitions offers a choice of products tailored to your eyecare needs and available in a wide range of stylish lens colors so you can express your personal style.

Enjoy a new level of fashion, function and freedom with seamless protection anytime, anywhere, indoors and out.
Our best everyday light intelligent lens.

Featuring exclusive Chromea7™ technology, our fastest and most responsive lens in all lighting and temperature conditions.

Personalize your style with a choice of seven colors.

Introducing New Style Colors

Pick your color. Choose your style.

Transitions Signature lenses are now available in a choice of four vibrant new style colors for you to personalize any frame and express your style.

Our best lens for glare reduction outdoors.

The world’s only intelligent lens that automatically polarizes as it darkens outdoors.

Freestyle your frames with one of our intelligent Transitions XTRActive style mirror colors, which adapt to any light.

Outdoors, these lenses quickly darken in all lighting and temperature conditions.

Extra fast fade back from dark outside to clear indoors.

Extra dark outdoors to protect your eyes from the brightest sun outdoors and harsh artificial light indoors.

Noticeably crisper, sharper vision outdoors.

Outdoors/Extra dark indoors/Clear with a hint of protective tint